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Clinical decision support systems have the potential to improve work flows of experts in practice (e.g. therapist’s
evidence-based rehabilitation assessment). However, the adoption of these systems is challenging, and the
gains of these systems have not fully demonstrated yet. In this paper, we identified the needs of therapists to
assess patient’s functional abilities (e.g. alternative perspectives with quantitative information on patient’s
exercise motions). As a result, we co-designed and developed an intelligent decision support system that
automatically identifies salient features of assessment using reinforcement learning to assess the quality
of motion and generate patient-specific analysis. We evaluated this system with seven therapists using the
dataset from 15 patients performing three exercises. The results show that therapists have higher usage
intent on our system than a traditional system without patient-specific analysis (𝑝 < 0.05). While presenting
richer information (𝑝 < 0.10), our system significantly reduces therapists’ effort on assessment (𝑝 < 0.10)
and improves their agreement on assessment from 0.66 to 0.71 F1-scores (𝑝 < 0.01). This work discusses the
importance of human centered design and development of a machine learning-based decision support system
that presents contextually relevant information and salient explanations on its prediction for better adoption
in practice.
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INTRODUCTION

Machine learning algorithms are increasingly being explored and developed in the form of a
decision support system to improve various medical domains [7]. One potential application is to
support a therapist’s evidence-based decision making on assessing the status of a patient with
musculoskeletal and neurological diseases (e.g. stroke) [34, 63]. In current practices, therapists
typically rely on clinical tests that require their direct, visual observation of patient’s exercise
motions to evaluate the status of a patient and determine interventions [45]. Although assessment of
patient’s exercise performance is critical to determine an appropriate intervention, it is infrequently
performed due to the limited availability of therapists [40]. Therapists primarily rely on a patient’s
self-report [45], and have a lack of quantitative data on patient’s performance and progress to make
informed decision [5, 22]. To address this problem, researchers have demonstrated the potential of
technology-assisted decision support tools for rehabilitation, which can monitor patient’s exercise
motion and assess patient’s performance using sensors and machine learning algorithms to generate
quantitative measurements for therapist’s assessment in a laboratory setting [34, 35, 63].
Despite the potential of clinical decision support systems, prior work has described the challenges
of deploying these systems due to the lack of user-centered design consideration [9, 27, 65] and the
opaqueness of machine learning algorithms [7, 27, 36, 62]. However, significant recent research has
focused on improving the accuracy of monitoring an exercise and replicating clinician’s decision
making with a complex algorithm [35, 46, 49]. Even if prior work using a complex algorithm makes
a system more accurate, it is still difficult to derive a system that can perfectly replicate a therapist’s
decision making on rehabilitation assessment given diverse physical characteristics of patients [35].
For example, two patients could have different ways of incorrectly performing an exercise (Figure
1). Thus, a system can incorrectly predict a new patient’s exercise motion with compensated joints
that is not present in the dataset. If a system with complex algorithms cannot provide explanations
on its prediction [18, 33], therapists could lose trust in the system and abandon its usage even if it
provides valuable predictions in other cases [8, 27, 29].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. Two patients performing the ‘Bring a Hand to Mouth’ exercise with different compensated
motions: (a) unaffected and (b) affected motions of a patient 11 (elevated shoulder and trunk rotation).
(c) unaffected and (d) affected motions of patient 14 (elevated shoulder and leaning backward).

.
In this paper, we co-design, develop, and evaluate an intelligent decision support system for stroke
rehabilitation assessment with therapists (Figure 2). After conducting the interviews and focus group
sessions with therapists, we found their needs on rehabilitation assessment, alternative perspectives
with quantitative measurements and designed a system accordingly. Given a new patient’s affected
motion, this system automatically identifies salient kinematic features of assessment to predict the
quality of motion and generate patient-specific analysis on a web-based visualization interface
(Figure 3). This patient-specific analysis is composed of the predicted quality of motion on three
performance components (i.e. ‘Range of Motion’, ‘Smoothness’, and ‘Compensation’), feature analysis
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Fig. 2. Flow diagram of an intelligent decision support system: this system automatically selects
salient kinematic features of assessment to predict the quality of motion on patient’s rehabilitation
exercises and generate patient-specific analysis on the web-based visualization interface for therapist’s
rehabilitation assessment

with identified kinematic features (e.g. joint angle, the trajectory of wrist to the target position, etc.
as shown in the Figure 3b), images of salient frames (Figure 3c), and graphs of joint trajectories
(Figure 3d) to empower therapist’s better understanding and assessment on patient’s performance.
For the development of our system, we utilized the dataset of three stroke rehabilitation exercises
from 15 post-stroke patients and 11 healthy participants, which were annotated by two therapists.
Using this dataset, we applied reinforcement learning to identify the most salient kinematic features
of assessment [37] and learn a machine learning model to predict the quality of motion on patient’s
exercises with leave-one-patient-out cross-validation. After the development, we performed a
user study with seven therapists from four rehabilitation centers. Specifically, we investigated
how therapists use this system and its effect on therapist’s decision making to assess exercise
performance of a patient. Results show that therapists had higher usage intent on our system than
a traditional system without any user-specific analysis (𝑝 < 0.05). Our system enabled therapists
to validate their assessment with quantitative, user-specific analysis, which increases therapists’
utility of our system with richer information (𝑝 < 0.10) and decreases their effort on an assessment
task (𝑝 < 0.10). In addition, our system assisted therapists to achieve significantly higher agreement
on their assessment (0.71 average F1-scores) than the traditional system (0.66 average F1-scores)
(𝑝 < 0.01).
This paper makes the following contributions:
• enumerate needs of therapists during assessing rehabilitation exercises
• describe the co-design and implementation of an intelligent decision support system for stroke
rehabilitation assessment that automatically identifies salient features using reinforcement
learning to predict the quality of motion and generate patient-specific analysis
• present the quantitative and qualitative evaluation of our system with seven therapists and
pose this system as an assistant of therapists to support more consistent assessment
In the following sections, we outline related work and background on the issues of deploying clinical decision support systems, current practices of physical rehabilitation, approaches of
technology-assisted rehabilitation systems (Section 2). We then present the study designs for stroke
rehabilitation assessment, which includes the findings of therapists’ needs and specification on
stroke rehabilitation (Section 3), and describe the development of our system (Section 4). Finally, we
report the experiments and results of system implementation (Section 5 and 6) and user study (Section 7 and 8), and conclude with discussion on the importance of a human-centered and explainable
decision support system for its better adoption in practice.
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Fig. 3. The web-based visualization interface of the proposed system presents (a) a video of patient’s
exercise motions and a patient-specific analysis that includes a predicted performance score with (b)
feature analysis between unaffected and affected sides, (c) images of salient frames, and (d) graphs
of joint trajectories between unaffected and affected sides.

2
2.1

RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND
Challenges of Deploying Clinical Decision Support Systems

Clinical decision support systems are computational systems that intelligently processes and
presents patient-specific information to clinicians, patients, or other individuals to enhance practices
of healthcare [44]. These systems can support various tasks, such as generating alerts and reminders
for clinicians and patients, selecting treatments, and providing information on medical decision
making [16]. Even if such systems have the potential to improve the quality and efficiency of health
care [44], there have been several impediments to the adoption of these systems [27] and a lack of
studies on the effect of these systems in practice [16].
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The major impediments of adopting clinical decision support systems include the lack of usercentered designs [9, 27, 65] and the opaqueness of machine learning algorithms [7, 8, 27, 36, 62].
Clinicians might abandon a system if it does not provide relevant information [65]. Thus, it is
recommended to involve users during a development process [26, 27]. When a machine learning
algorithm is applied, it is imperative to generate additional explanations and permit clinician’s
post-hoc analysis on a system [7]. In this work, we focus on a decision support system that augments
clinician’s decision making. Specifically, we co-design a machine learning-based decision support
system for stroke rehabilitation assessment with therapists and study its effect on therapist’s
rehabilitation assessment.
2.2

Physical Rehabilitation for Post-Stroke Patients

Patients with musculoskeletal and neurological disorders (e.g. stroke) require a rehabilitation
program over several months to improve their functional abilities [45]. During a rehabilitation
program, therapists first diagnose the condition of a patient with various methods (e.g. analyzing
patient’s history, conducting tests, or analyzing measurements). Therapists usually rely on clinical
tests that leverage their direct, visual observation or video recordings of motions from a patient to
evaluate motor symptoms [17, 25, 56, 59]. Based on a test with direct visual observation, therapists
identify dysfunctional areas of patient’s body and determine interventions [45]. In case of poststroke patients, therapists prescribe to perform a task-oriented exercise (e.g. bring a cup to mouth),
which is one of the effective interventions [50]. After interventions, therapists discuss patient’s
progress to modify interventions as appropriate [45].
Although assessing patient’s performance on rehabilitation exercises is important for therapists
to adjust interventions, this assessment relies on therapist’s experience [53] and infrequently
performed due to the limited availability of a therapist [40]. Therapists primarily reply on a patient’s
self-report or brief visual observation to understand how well a patient follows the prescribed
interventions [45]. They have a lack of quantitative data on patient’s performance and progress
[22]. Thus, therapists encounter challenges of understanding the patient’s performance and making
informed decisions to adjust intervention [5].
2.3

Technological Support for Physical Rehabilitation

Researchers have investigated various technologies to facilitate the delivery of physical rehabilitation [41]. In the following sections, we outline existing motion tracking techniques, applications
for patients and therapists, and motion analysis techniques for rehabilitation monitoring and
assessment.
2.3.1 Motion Tracking Techniques.
One primary technology of rehabilitation is a motion tracking system that dynamically represents
the pose of a human body using sensors. Motion tracking systems have been developed with
various techniques: non-visual sensors (e.g. inertial, magnetic, etc.) and visual marker-based or
marker-free [66]. A visual marker-based technique utilizes infrared cameras capturing motions
from the reflective markers on the human body. Among various systems, a visual marker-based
system has the highest performance (errors are around 1mm) and is often used as a golden standard
due to their accurate position information [66]. Some specialized centers and clinics have adopted
motion analysis tools based on this visual marker-based system (e.g. VICON or Optitrack) [57].
However, even if this visual marker-based system provides high-precision data, they have a complex
set-up that requires expert operation and expensive costs [11]. In contrast to visual marker-based
systems, both non-visual, inertia sensors and visual marker-free system provide competitive tracking
performance for rehabilitation monitoring [10, 11, 63, 66] and lower cost for patients and clinicians
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[10, 11, 63]. As inertia sensors have limitations of measurement noise due to inconsistent positions
of sensors and cumbersome to wear sensors, this work applies a visual marker-free technique (i.e.
a Kinect sensor) to track patient’s rehabilitation exercises.
2.3.2 Applications for Patients and Therapists.
Motion tracking techniques can be realized into different applications for two major stakeholders
in rehabilitation: patients and therapists. For better patient’s rehabilitation experiences, researchers
have explored alternative interventions with exoskeleton, socially assistive robots [13, 39] and
virtual reality [43]. Building upon a motion tracking technique with sensors, exoskeleton robots
apply mechanical support to the patient’s body to induce patient’s passive motion [39], or socially
assistive robots can provide corrective feedback on patient’s exercise [13, 33, 38]. Virtual reality
based rehabilitation systems use computer-simulated interactive environments to promote patient’s
movement [43]. In addition, with increasing emphasis on evidence-based decision making about
patient care and assessment [5], researchers have developed a decision support system for therapists
[34]. Given human motion data of a motion tracking technique, decision support systems simply
process data to provide quantitative measurements or apply motion analysis techniques to recognize
and assess symptoms of a chronic disease [34, 63].
2.3.3 Motion Analysis Techniques for Rehabilitation Monitoring and Assessment.
Motion analysis techniques for rehabilitation monitoring and assessment can be categorized
into either a rule-based model or a machine learning model [36]. A rule-based model is based
on a set of monitoring rules through the involvement of a domain expert [36] . For example,
researchers compared the positions of wrist and spine joints to monitor the completion of an
upper-limb exercise [36]. This rule-based approach provides the modularization and flexibility to
develop a monitoring system. However, it is time consuming [2] to determine the right threshold
values of rules for an individual’s status. Moreover, experts might not be able to articulate their
heuristic-based decision making on a complex monitoring task [2]. Alternative approach utilizes a
machine learning algorithm to process complex sensor data and automatically extract a meaningful
function (e.g. Neural Network model) that can classify the quality of motion [35, 46, 55]. However,
no algorithm can completely replicate a therapist’s assessment given diverse physical characteristics
and functional abilities of patients. Moreover, a machine learning model with complex algorithms
cannot explain its prediction to support expert’s decision making [18, 33], which can exacerbate
therapist’s experience with a decision support system [7, 23, 27, 62]. In this paper, we aim to increase
the interpretability of a model by feature selection [6, 28]. Specifically, we apply reinforcement
learning [37] to identify kinematic salient features for assessment. Utilizing an identified subset
of features, we predict the quality of motion and generate patient-specific analysis to summarize
exercise performance of a patient for therapist’s assessment.
Although Mansoor et al. discusses the necessity of more investigation on challenges of accepting
patient monitoring systems in clinic [3], a significant recent research has focused on improving
the accuracy of monitoring and replicating clinician’s decision making with a complex algorithm
[35, 46, 49]. There is the lack of knowledge and evaluation [16] about therapist’s experience on a
decision support system for physical rehabilitation monitoring and assessment. In this work, we
co-design an intelligent decision support system for stroke rehabilitation assessment with therapists
to accommodate their needs and provide relevant information. In addition, we study the effect of
the system on therapist’s rehabilitation assessment. This study contributes to increase knowledge
on the effects and values of a human-centered, intelligent decision support system in practice.
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STROKE REHABILITATION AS A TEST DOMAIN

We selected a probe domain as stroke, which is the second leading cause of death and third
most common contributor to disability [14]. We recruited nine therapists of stroke rehabilitation
from five rehabilitation centers (Table 1), and iteratively involved them in different phases of our
study (i.e. designs, implementation, and evaluation). In this section, we first present the designs of
our study through two activities: 1) understanding therapists’ needs during stroke rehabilitation
assessment through interviews and focus group sessions with nine therapists and 2) specification
of a study with three therapists (i.e. exercises and performance components for assessment). The
other involvements of therapists (i.e. annotation, review and evaluation on system implementation)
will be described in Section 5 and 7.
Table 1. Profiles of Therapists in Various Activities of the Study: need finding (needs), specification,
annotation, review on the interface (review), and evaluation
ID
TP1
TP2
TP3
TP4
TP5
TP6
TP7
TP8
TP9

3.1

Needs
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Studies
Specification Annotation
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

Review

Evaluation

# of Years in
Stroke Rehab

Role

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

6
4
9
4
1
6
5
21
11

Occupational
Occupational
Occupational
Occupational
Physio
Physio
Physio
Occupational
Occupational

✓
✓

Needs during Rehabilitation Assessment

We observed an one hour-long rehabilitation session at one rehabilitation center and performed
3 interviews and 2 focus groups (group 1: 𝑛 = 2; and group 2: 𝑛 = 4) with nine therapists from
five rehabilitation centers to gain knowledge about the current practices and therapists’ needs of
assessing patient’s rehabilitation exercises. Therapists were recruited by email communications
to local hospitals through advertising to university staff and contacts of the research team. To
collect diverse opinions during an interview or a focus group session, we recruited nine therapists
(2 males and 7 females; 29.6 ± 5.4 years old) with various experiences and disciplines: 𝜇 = 7.44,
𝜎 = 5.51 years in stroke rehabilitation; 6 occupational therapists, who focus on helping patients
better engagement in daily life and 3 physiotherapist, who treats patient’s actual impairment from
a bio-mechanical perspective as shown in Table 1.
An experimenter (the first author) moderated a semi-structured interview or focus group session
for an hour with the following topics: the process of assessment (“what’s your process of monitoring
patient’s functional ability in practice?”), strategies to cope with an uncertain situation (“what do
you do if you are uncertain?”), the current usage of technology (“any technical tool is being used?”),
and opportunities of technical support ( “do you have any information or support that you would you
like to receive from a system?”). For the data analysis, we transcribed interviews and focus group
sessions and followed an iterative coding process [15]. We first created initial codes from literature
review and questions. Two researchers then independently coded a subset of the transcript data
with initial codes and generated additional codes if required. Then, the results were discussed
to generate the final codes for the data analysis. The thematic analysis on need findings with
therapists includes 1) their challenges with time-consuming, infrequent, and experience-based
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assessment and 2) their desires for alternative perspectives with quantitative measurements through
simple and intuitive technologies.
3.1.1 Time-consuming, Infrequent, and Experience-based Assessment.
For the management of physical rehabilitation, therapists rely on an iterative process that examines
the patient’s status, determines an intervention (e.g. a set of exercises), and reexamine the treatment
outcomes and the patient’s status for adjustment [45]. The examination on the patient’s status is only
conducted every two or three months as patient’s progress is typically slow and the examination
takes a long time [45]. “I do not perform the examination at every session. Instead, we typically
do every three months unless there is any occurrence of a special issue or situation” (TP 3). After
determining an intervention, a therapist arranges a weekly session with a patient. During a session,
therapists mainly rely on their observation and experience to approximately assess the performance
of a patient and provide feedback.
3.1.2 Challenges of Making Informed Decision Making.
During observation and experience-based assessment, therapists encountered various challenges
to make informed decision making. Therapists commented that “there is no exact single definition
of normality for assessment” (TP 1). Instead, therapists mentioned that they typically “check the
functionality of the unaffected side and define adequate normality for each patient” (TP 9). After
internally generating hypothetical correctness of a movement with the patient’s unaffected side,
therapists then “analyze various aspects of performance: whether a patient can complete an expected
movement and any compensated, not coordinated movement exists” (TP 2). For instance, according to
our observation on a rehabilitation session, a therapist first asked a patient to perform a motion
multiple times or keep at a certain position for a while for assessment. A therapist then had to keep
moving front, back, and side to collect evidence for assessment. Therapists expressed a “difficulty
with collecting information on patient’s rehabilitation exercise performance” (TP 3). In addition,
therapists have uncertainty to evaluate an abstract performance component (i.e. smoothness). TP 1
commented that therapists have “difficulty with assessing smoothness of a motion” as the smoothness
of a motion can be differently interpreted and defined by each therapist. When therapists are unsure,
they mentioned that they record patient’s movements to review and “re-evaluate more confidently
after a session by watching a video multiple times” (TP 7), or “discuss with other colleagues” (TP 8)
on their experience-based assessment.
3.1.3 Desire for Alternative Perspectives with Quantitative Measurements.
When discussing opportunities of technological supports to assess rehabilitation exercises, therapists referred to the need to gain insights on patient’s performance with “alternative perspectives
on assessment and quantitative kinematic measurements” (TP 6). Instead of relying only on the
therapist’s own assessment, therapists commented whether a system can provide “alternative
assessment” (TP 8) for validation. In addition, therapists need quantitative measurements to “detect
minor changes over time and discuss with other colleagues” (TP 2) on an performance component.
Specifically, therapists want to know “how closely a patient can reach a target motion”, “how smoothly
motion is coordinated”, and “to which extent a patient performs a compensated motion” (e.g. “how
much a shoulder joint is elevated”) (TP 3) with quantitative measurements and images of a patient’s
motion. In addition, TP 1 commented that “trajectory trends (e.g. showing a graph on how a wrist
joint trajectory changes during a motion) would be useful to understand smoothness of motion”.
3.1.4 Considerations of Technological Support: Simple and Intuitive Usage.
Although therapists mostly expressed the potential benefit of technical support on rehabilitation
assessment, all rehabilitation centers that we visited or discussed do not use any technology for
managing stroke rehabilitation. Despite of the low adoption of technology in practice, therapists
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commented that there were previous attempts to use technology for rehabilitation assessment.
“We tried to use few technologies for rehabilitation before”. However, these technologies (e.g. a
posturography system [61]) are “expensive” (TP 3) and “require many complex and time-consuming
steps for the usage. As we have limited time to interact with patients during a session, we do not
want to waste time on setting up a system. We ended up discarding the usage of a complex system in
practice.” (TP 9). TP 9 emphasized that “a system should be easy to use and present insights quickly
with intuitive graphics given the limited session time for each patient.”, so that it can fit within a
time-constrained session in practice.
3.1.5 Requirements of a System.
Based on our need findings with therapists, we identified the design requirements of an intelligent decision support system for stroke rehabilitation in Table 2. First, a system should provide
comparison between unaffected and affected sides of a patient so that it can facilitate therapists to
ground normality of an individual patient for assessment. In addition, a system should provide not
only predicted assessment, but also quantitative measurements to support the therapist’s informed
decision making on assessment. Lastly, a system should provide simple and intuitive graphics so
that therapists can utilize it quickly in practice. The details of our implementation are described in
Section 4.3.
Table 2. The list of needs from therapists and corresponding requirements of an intelligent decision
support system
Needs of Therapists

Requirements of a System

N1. Define normality with unaffected motions of a patient

R1. Comparison between unaffected and affected motions

N2. Validate assessment with another perspective of assessment

R2. Predicted assessment from a model calibrated with another therapist

N3. Collect information on patient’s performance
- N3.1. Detect minor changes
- N3.2. Watch a video multiple times
- N3.3. Understand smoothness of a motion

R3. Present additional patient-specific analysis
- R3.1. Quantitative kinematic measurements
- R3.2. Images of a patient’s motion
- R3.3. Graphs of joint trajectories

N4. Simple, intuitive usage and presentation

R4. Avoid overwhelming and utilize graphics to present insights quickly

3.2 Specifications
After having iterative discussion with three therapists (TPs with check marks in the ‘Specification’
column of Table 1; 𝜇 = 6.49, 𝜎 = 2.05 years of experience in stroke rehabilitation), we specified
exercises and performance components of assessment to probe how therapists utilize an intelligent
decision support system to assess patient’s rehabilitation exercises.
3.2.1 Three Task-Oriented Upper Limb Exercises.
This work utilizes three upper-limb stroke rehabilitation exercises (Figure 4), recommended by
therapists. In Figure 4, the ‘Initial’ label indicates the initial position of an exercise and the ‘Target’
label describes the desired task position of an exercise.
For Exercise 1, a patient has to raise his/her wrist to the mouth as if drinking water. For Exercise
2, a patient has to pretend to touch a light switch on the wall. Exercise 3 is to practice the usage
of a cane while extending the elbow in the seated position. These exercises are selected due to
their correspondence with major motion patterns: elbow flexion for Exercise 1, shoulder flexion for
Exercise 2, elbow extension for Exercise 3.
3.2.2 Performance Components.
After reviewing popular stroke assessment tools (i.e. Fugl Meyer Assessment [56] and Wolf Motor
Function Test [59]) and having iterative discussions with therapists, we identified three common
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 4. (a) Exercise 1 (E1): ‘Bring a Cup to the Mouth’ (b) Exercise 2 (E2): ‘Switch a Light On’ (c)
Exercise 3 (E3): ‘Move a Cane Forward’

performance components and their scoring guidelines: ‘Range of Motion (ROM)’, ‘Smoothness’, and
‘Compensation’ (Table 3). The ‘ROM’ component describes the amount of a joint movement, how
closely a patient achieve a task-oriented exercise. The ‘Smoothness’ component indicates the degree
of a trembling and irregular movement of joints while performing an exercise. The ‘Compensation’
component checks whether unnecessary joints are used to achieve a target movement. For instance,
a patient might elevate the shoulder, lean backward, or rotate the trunk to raise the affected hand
as shown in Figure 1b and 1d.
Table 3. Guidelines to Assess Stroke Rehabilitation Exercises
Performance
Components

Score

Guidelines

Range of Movement
(ROM)

0
1
2

Does not or barely involve any movement
Less than half way aligned with an ‘Target’ position
Movement achieves an ‘Target’ position

Smoothness

0
1
2

Excessive tremor or not smooth coordination
Movement influenced by tremor
Smoothly coordinated movement

Compensation

0
1
2

Noticeable compensation in more than two joints
Noticeable compensation in a joint
Does not involve any compensations

3.2.3 Kinematic Features.
We represent patient’s exercises with sequential joint coordinates from a Kinect v2 sensor (Microsoft,
Redmond, USA) and extract various kinematic features based on literature review [35, 51, 56, 59] and
discussions with therapists. To represent the ‘ROM’ component, we extract joint angles (e.g. elbow
flexion, shoulder flexion, elbow extension), normalized relative trajectory (i.e. Euclidean distance
between two joints - head and wrist, head and elbow), and normalized trajectory distance (i.e.
absolute distance between two joints - head and wrist, shoulder and wrist) in the x, y, z coordinates
[35].
For the ‘Smoothness’ component, we compute various speed related features: speed, acceleration,
and jerk, zero crossing ratio of acceleration and jerk, and Mean Arrest Period Ratio (i.e. the portion
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of the frames when speed exceeds 10% of the maximum speed) [35, 51]. As this study mainly utilizes
upper-limb exercises, we computed these speed related features on wrist and elbow joints.
For the ‘Compensation’ component, we compute joint angles (i.e. the elevated angle of a shoulder,
the tilted angle of spine, and shoulder abduction) and normalized trajectories (distances between
joint positions of head, spine, shoulder in the x, y, z coordinates from the initial to current frames)
to distinguish the occurrence of a compensated movement [35, 56, 59].
Before extracting features, we apply a moving average filter with the window size of five frames
to reduce noise of acquiring joint positions from a Kinect sensor similar to [35]. For each exercise
motion, we compute a feature matrix (F ∈ 𝑅𝑡 ×𝑑 ) with 𝑡 frame and 𝑑 features and statistics (i.e. max,
min, range, average, and standard deviation) over all frames of the exercise to summarize a motion
into a feature vector (𝑋 ∈ 𝑅 5𝑑 ).
4

INTELLIGENT DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR STROKE REHABILITATION
ASSESSMENT

Based on identified therapists’ needs, we designed and implemented an intelligent decision support
system (Figure 2) that identifies salient features for assessment using reinforcement learning to
predict the quality of motion and generate user-specific analysis that includes feature analysis,
images of salient frames, and graphs of joint trajectories (Figure 3). This system enables therapists
to review alternative perspectives on patient’s exercise performance with quantitative user-specific
analysis for assessment.
4.1

Feature Selection using Reinforcement Learning

Kinematic variables analysis is an important way for therapists to quantitatively understand the
performance of a patient [64]. Yet, simply presenting all variables can overwhelm therapists and
limit their ability to gain insights on the performance of a patient. Given the limited availability to
administrate multiple patients, therapists want to minimize the amount of time on analyzing kinematic variables while accurately diagnosing the status of a patient. Thus, we aim to automatically
identify salient features of assessment with a machine learning technique.
The classical approaches of feature selection (e.g. filter, wrapper, embedded methods) [58] find a
fixed feature set to the entire dataset, which applies uniformly to all patients. Instead, this paper
utilizes a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to dynamically select a feature set for each patient’s
motions. As each patient has different physical and functional status (Figure 1), we hypothesize
that feature selection with MDP can be beneficial over classical feature selection approaches for
personalized rehabilitation assessment.
4.1.1 Problem Definition.
We mathematically describe the Markov Decision Process (MDP) with similar notations of
[24, 37] as follows:
Let (𝑋, 𝑌 ) ∈ D = X × Y be a sample from a dataset, where 𝑋 is a feature vector and 𝑥𝑖 is the
value of a feature 𝑓𝑖 ∈ F = {𝑓1, ..., 𝑓𝑛 }, 𝑛 is the number of features, and 𝑌 is the class label. Let F̄ be
the set of recruited features and the function 𝑐 : F → R ≤0 be the cost of adding a feature in F.
• State Space (S): Let state be 𝑠 = (𝑋, 𝑌 , F̄) ∈ S and an observed state of the agent, recruited
feature without the label be 𝑠 ′ = {(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑓𝑖 ) | ∀ 𝑓𝑖 ∈ F}
• Action Space: Let A = A 𝑓 ∪ A𝑐 denote the action set. The agent takes either the action of
selecting a feature, A 𝑓 = F, which is limited to features that are not selected, or the action of
classifying an instance, A𝑐 = Y to terminate an episode.
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• Reward: Let the reward function be defined as


𝑐 (𝑓 ) if 𝑎 ∈ A 𝑓 and 𝑎 = 𝑓𝑖

 𝑖

𝑟 (𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝑟 ((𝑋, 𝑌 , F̄), 𝑎) = −1
if 𝑎 ∈ A𝑐 and 𝑎 ≠ 𝑌


0
if
𝑎 ∈ A𝑐 and 𝑎 = 𝑌

We apply a uniform cost of selecting features: ∀𝑓𝑖 , 𝑐 (𝑓𝑖 ) = −𝜆, where 𝜆 = 0.01. In addition, the
agent receives a reward of -1 for incorrect classification and a reward of 0 for correct classification.
• Transition:
( Let the transition function be
(𝑋, 𝑌 , F̄ ∪ 𝑓𝑖 ) if 𝑎 ∈ A 𝑓 and 𝑎 = 𝑓𝑖
𝑝 (𝑠, 𝑎) =
,
𝑇𝑆
if 𝑎 ∈ A𝑐
where 𝑇 𝑆 is the terminal state after outputting the classification and revealing the true label.
Each episode of this MDP is to classify an instance and the environment is the power set of
the feature space. An agent sequentially determines whether to query an additional feature or
classify a sample while receiving a negative reward for recruiting a feature or mis-classification. To
solve this problem, we apply Q-network with Double Q-learning [60] using ‘PyTorch’ libraries [47].
The architecture and parameters of a neural network for Q-learning are described in Table 6. The
implementation details can be found in Appendix A.1
4.2

Machine Learning Model

A machine learning (ML) model applies a supervised learning algorithm to predict the quality
of motion on each performance component. We explore various supervised learning algorithms:
Decision Trees (DTs), Linear Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM) using the ‘Scikit-learn’
[48] library and Neural Networks (NNs) using ‘PyTorch’ [47] library.
For DTs, we implement Classification and Regression Trees (CART) to build prune trees while
grid-searching different the maximum depth size of a tree (i.e. 3 - 5). For LR models, we apply
𝐿1, 𝐿2 regularization or linear combination of 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 (ElasticNet with 0.5 ratio) to avoid overfitting. For SVMs, we apply either linear or Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernels with penalty
parameters, 𝐶 = 1.0. For NNs, we grid-search various architectures (i.e. one to three layers with
32, 64, 128, 256, 512 hidden units) and an adaptive learning rate with different initial learning rates
(i.e. 0.0001, 0.005, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1). We apply ‘ReLu’ activation functions and ‘AdamOptimizer’ and
train a model until the tolerance of optimization is 0.0001 or the maximum 200 iterations.
4.3

Visualization Interface

Based on the therapists’ needs (Section 3.1) and guidelines of Human Artificial Intelligence (AI)
interaction [1, 32], we design and implement the web-based visualization interface that presents a
predicted performance score and user-specific analysis that contains feature analysis, images of
salient frames, and graphs of joint trajectories (Figure 3) to support therapist’s assessment. Feature
analysis shows quantitative difference between unaffected and affected sides using identified salient
features (Figure 3b). Images of salient frame show patient’s motion at salient frames, in which
salient features occur (Figure 3c). Graphs of joint trajectories describe overall trends and duration
of joint trajectories during a motion (Figure 3d). The interface has the tab menus to present videos
and each analysis respectively. We implement the javascript functions to count the video events (e.g.
‘Play’, ‘Pause’) and measure the amount of time that a user spends on each page during assessment.
As therapists desire other perspectives on assessment to validate their own assessment (𝑁 2 in
the Table 2), this interface presents the predicted assessment, scores on performance components.
When presenting this predicted performance score, the performance of our system for predictions
is also included to “make clear how well the system can do” [1]. In addition, this interface presents
user-specific analysis that is considered “contextually relevant information” [1] on patient’s exercise
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performance (𝑁 3 in the Table 2). This user-specific analysis includes the presentation of feature
analysis, images of salient frames, and graphs of joint trajectories that are identified during the needs
finding study with therapists (Section 3.1). Feature analysis supports therapists to detect minor
changes on a patient quantitatively (𝑁 3.1 in the Table 2). Utilizing selected salient features (e.g.
the maximum target position, maximum elbow flexion in Figure 3b), we identify frames in which
these salient features occur to present images. These images of salient frames aim at facilitating
therapist’s search on evidence from a video (𝑁 3.2 in the Table 2). In addition, as observing sequential
patterns of kinematic variables facilitate understanding on the smoothness of a motion (𝑁 3.3 in
the Table 2), this interface shows trajectories of three major joints (e.g. shoulder, elbow, and wrist)
for upper-limb exercises. Throughout this paper, we refer the user-specific analysis with identified
kinematic features as explanations of predicted assessment.
For simple and intuitive presentation (𝑁 4 in Table 2) on identified salient features, this interface
utilizes a radar chart to effectively present multivariate data [52]. To “avoid overwhelming” [32]
therapists, this interface limits to include only three salient features with highest information gain.
As therapists utilize patient’s unaffected motion as normality to assess patient’s performance (𝑁 1 in
Table 2), this interface follows this current practice, “social norms” [1] and includes the comparison
between the affected and unaffected sides of an individual patient to present salient features and
graphs of joint trajectories.
5
5.1

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION STUDY
Data Collection

We recruited 15 stroke patients and 11 healthy participants to collect the dataset of three upper
limb exercises using a Kinect v2 sensor (Microsoft, Redmond, USA). The data collection program
was implemented in C# using Kinect SDK and Accord.NET framework and operated on a PC with
8GB RAM and i5-4590 3.3GHz 4 Cores CPU [35]. This program records the 3D trajectory of joints
and video frames at 30 Hz. The sensor was located at a height of 0.72m above the floor and 2.5m
away from a participant. The starting and ending frames of exercise movements were manually
annotated during the data collection.
Before participating in the data collection, all participants signed the consent form. Fifteen poststroke patients (13 males and 2 females in Table 5) participated in two sessions for data collection:
During the first session, a therapist evaluated post-stroke patient’s functional ability using the a
clinically validated tool, Fugl Meyer Assessment (FMA) (the maximum score on 66 points) [56].
Fifteen post-stroke patients have diverse functional abilities from mild to severe impairment (37
± 21 Fugl Meyer Scores). During the second session, a stroke patient performed 10 repetitions of
each exercise with both affected and unaffected sides. Eleven healthy participants (10 males and 1
female) performed 15 repetitions with their dominant arms for each exercise.
After collecting the dataset, two therapists (TP 1 and 2 with check marks in the ‘Annotation’
column of Table 1) individually annotated the dataset to implement our approach and compute the
agreement level of therapists. They watched only the recorded videos of the patient’s exercises
(Figure 3a) and annotated the performance components of the patient’s exercises using the scoring
guideline (Table 3) without reviewing analysis of our system (Figure 3d, 3c, 3d). The annotations of
TP 1 and 2 are compared to compute the agreement level of therapists. Therapists had fairly good
agreement on annotations (Cohen’s kappa [42, 54], 𝜅 = 0.69).
5.2

Evaluation Method

For implementation, we utilized the annotation of therapist 1 (TP 1), who had more interactions
with recruited stroke patients by supporting the recruitment and evaluation on their functional
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ability with Fugl Meyer Assessment [56]. The dataset of each exercise is divided into ‘Training’ and
‘User’ data to implement our system.
‘Training Data’ (Figure 2) is composed of 165 unaffected motions from 11 healthy participants
and 140 affected motions from 14 stroke patients to train a feature selection model and a machine
learning (ML) model.
‘User Data’ (Figure 2) includes each testing stroke patient’s unaffected and affected motions.
With patient’s affected motions, our approach selects patient-specific features and predicts the
quality of motion on performance components. Both unaffected and affected motions of a patient
are utilized to generate user-specific analysis of the visualization interface (Figure 3).
We applied leave-one-patient-out cross validation on post-stroke patients to implement and
evaluate our feature selection and machine learning models. A model was trained with data from all
participants except one post-stroke patient and test with affected motions of the left-out post-stroke
patient. This process was repeated to evaluate affected motions of all post-stroke patients.
For the performance metric, we utilized a F1-score that computes the harmonic mean of precision
2∗(𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙∗𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)
𝑇 𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
and recall: (𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙+𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) , where precision indicates 𝑇 𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒+𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
and recall describes
𝑇 𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑇 𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒+𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑁 𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 . The F1-score seeks to balance between precision (i.e. how many instances
a model can classify correctly) and recall (i.e. how robust a model is). The F1-score can provide a
more realistic measure of a model and be beneficial when there is an uneven class distribution.
We conducted paired t-tests over three performance components of three exercises to compare
performance of our approach with various machine learning (ML) models. In addition, we indicated
the agreement level of therapists as TPA in Table 4 with F1-scores to analyze performances of
various ML models. After implementing the system and interface, two therapists (TP 1 and 2 with
check marks in the ‘Review’ column of Table 1) reviewed the web-based visualization interface to
detect any problems and improve its usability.
6
6.1

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
Feature Selection and Machine Learning Models

Table 4 summarizes average F1-scores of therapist’s agreement (TPA) and various machine learning
models: a decision tree (ML-DT), linear regression (ML-LR), and a support vector machine (MLSVM), and a neural network with reinforcement learning-based feature selection (ML-RL). The
parameters of machine learning models that achieve the best F1-scores during leave-one-subject-out
cross validation are summarized in the Table 6.
The ML-RL model achieves a decent agreement level with ground truth annotation: 0.8119
average F1-score over three exercises. In addition, the ML-RL model outperforms other algorithms
with statistical significance (𝑝 < 0.01 using the paired t-tests over three exercises and three
performance components): ML-DT with 0.7011 average F1-score, ML-LR with 0.6981 average F1score, and ML-SVM with 0.7204 average F1-score. In addition, compared to a model with Recursive
Feature Elimination (ML-RFE) method [19], one of classical feature selection methods, ML-RL
has 0.11 higher average F1-score (𝑝 < 0.01 using the paired t-tests over three exercises and three
performance components) and is expected to be more beneficial to generate patient-specific analysis
for therapists. Compared to the therapists’ agreement (TPA) between therapist 1 and therapist 2,
ML-RL has 0.04 higher average F1-score. However, the difference of performances between the
TPA and ML-RL is not statistically significant.
6.2

Design Review on the Interface

According to the review on our visualization interface, therapists (TP 1 and 2) had problems with
understanding the name of features in feature analysis. Thus, we reviewed the names of features
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Table 4. Performance (F1-scores) of machine learning (ML) models and therapist’s agreement (TPA)
between TP1 and TP2. *** indicates that ML-RL has statistically superior performance than the
compared method using the pairwise test at 99% significance level.
Exercise 1 (E1)

Exercise 2 (E2)

Exercise 3 (E3)

Overall

ML - DT ***

0.6901 ± 0.0405

0.7645 ± 0.0867

0.6488 ± 0.0412

0.7011 ± 0.0769

ML - LR ***

0.7246 ± 0.0593

0.6430 ± 0.0982

0.7267 ± 0.0391

0.6981 ± 0.0801

ML - SVM ***

0.7232 ± 0.0364

0.6971 ± 0.0891

0.7410 ± 0.0052

0.7204 ± 0.0585

ML - RFE ***

0.6742 ± 0.0715

0.7628 ± 0.1708

0.6415 ± 0.0806

0.6928 ± 0.1147

ML - RL

0.8331 ± 0.0059

0.7973 ± 0.0868

0.8054 ± 0.0496

0.8119 ± 0.0526

TPA

0.7455 ± 0.2054

0.8147 ± 0.1522

0.7254 ± 0.1838

0.7619 ± 0.1626

with TP 1 and 2 and converted them into clinically relevant and easily comprehensive terminologies.
For this conversion of feature names, we presented all feature names and described what each
feature measures to TP 1 and 2. They spoke aloud how they would describe each feature. For
instance, the feature ‘normalized trajectory distance of spine x’ is converted to the term ‘leaning
trunk to the side’. This feature can be referred to as ‘lateral spine flexion’ with a clinical terminology.
However, therapists suggested to refer to this feature with a more comprehensive phrase ‘leaning
trunk to the side’ as they desired to discuss feature analysis with patients, who are not familiar with
clinical terms.
7

REAL-WORLD USER STUDY

We performed a user study to investigate how the information of an intelligent decision support
system (e.g. predicted performance scores with feature analysis, images of salient frames, graphs of
joint trajectories) affects therapist’s rehabilitation assessment. For the user study, we compared
the experiences of therapists using our proposed interface (Figure 3) to two baseline interfaces:
‘Traditional’ interface that presents only videos for assessment and ‘Predicted Scores (PredScore)’
interface that presents videos with predicted scores without any user-specific analysis. Specifically,
this study aims to address the following questions:
• How do predicted assessment and user-specific analysis of our interface affect the utility of
information for decision making and the attitude on our interface (e.g. trust, workload, usage
intention, preference) compared to two baseline interfaces (one with only videos and the
other with videos and only predicted assessment)?
• Do predicted assessment and user-specific analysis of our interface support more consistent
assessment?
In the study, we referred to interfaces as “condition 1”, “condition 2”, and “condition 3” (counterbalanced) to avoid biasing participants. In this paper, we refer to them as the “traditional”, “predicted
score (predscore)”, “proposed” interfaces for clarity.
7.1

Metrics

We evaluated three interfaces with respect to the following metrics: 1) responses on questionnaires
from therapists, 2) logs of a web-based visualization interface, 3) their agreement level on assessment
(F1-scores).
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7.1.1 Questionnaires on an Interface.
We utilize the following questionnaires [8] to collect therapist’s opinions on interfaces. All questionnaires were rated on a 7-point scale.
Usefulness: “[Tool - Condition X] is useful to understand and assess patient’s performance”
Richness: “[Tool - Condition X] generates new insights on patient’s performance”
Trust: “I can trust information from [Tool - Condition X]”
Workload: participants answered the “effort” and “frustration” dimensions of the NASA-TLX
[21] (e.g. “How hard did you have to work to accomplish the evaluation task using the [Tool
- Condition X]?” and “How insecure, discouraged, imitated, stressed were you while using the
[Tool - Condition X]?”
• Usage Intention: “I would use [Tool - Condition X] to understand and assess patient’s performance”
• Preference between two interfaces: participants rated on a 7-point scale ranging from 1
(totally Condition X), 2 (much more Condition X than Y), 3 (slightly more Condition X than
Y), 4 (neutral), ..., 7 (totally Condition Y). The preference is asked pairwise on three interfaces:
traditional, predscore, and proposed.

•
•
•
•

7.1.2 Logs of an Interface.
All web-based interfaces record a log that measures the amount of time that a therapist spends on
each page/resource during assessment and counts the number of video events (e.g. ‘Play’, ‘Pause’).
7.1.3 Agreement Level of Therapists’ Assessment.
Even if most medical disciplines rely on standardized guidelines [17, 25, 56, 59], experts can be
biased in their decision making based on their own experiences and expert disagreement is prevalent
[4, 30, 31]. Thus, this study utilizes the level of agreement of therapists’ assessment (F1-score) as
a metric to analyze the effect of a decision support system. Therapists generate assessment on
patient’s exercise performances while using each interface. We utilize this therapists’ assessment
to compute the agreement level of therapists, and explore whether our proposed interface with
user-specific analysis supports therapists more consistent assessment.
7.2

Method

Seven therapists (with 𝜇 = 8.14, 𝜎 = 6.05 years of experience in stroke rehabilitation) from four
rehabilitation centers participated in the user study (TPs with check marks in the ‘Evaluation’
column of Table 1). Note that we excluded two therapists (TP 1 and 2), who generated annotations to
implement our system and reviewed the design of the interface. After signing an informed consent
(Institutional Review Board approved), each therapist was instructed on the procedure of the study
and three interfaces using dummy data (30 minutes). Then, a therapist was assigned to the task
of assessing 45 videos (around one minute per video, in which a patient performs a rehabilitation
exercise) using three interfaces (1.5 hours total) and followed by post-study questionnaires and
interviews (30 minutes).
Each interface is assigned to a sub-task of assessing 15 videos (five patients performing three
exercises). Therapists 1, who evaluated functional abilities of 15 patients, divided patients into three
sub-groups, in which patients of each subgroup have similar functional ability. Thus, the sub-task
of each interface is counterbalanced. The order of the three conditions/interfaces and assignment of
a sub-task are randomized. After completing a sub-task on each interface, therapists responded to
the questionnaires. After finishing all sub-tasks, therapists answered the preference questionnaires.
Post-interviews were conducted to understand therapists’ perspectives on the effectiveness of the
proposed, intelligent decision support system and opportunities to utilize this system in practice.
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8

USER STUDY RESULTS

For analysis of results, we first performed one-way ANOVA tests on results of metrics (i.e. responses on questionnaires from therapists, logs of the web interfaces, and their agreement level on
assessment). If the results have any statistical significance, we further performed pairwise statistical
analysis on three conditions/interfaces using paired t-tests. The results of statistical analysis using
both one-way ANOVA tests and post-hoc paired t-tests are summarized in Table 7.
8.1

Responses on Questionnaires

Figure 5 summarizes the responses of questionnaires from therapists on three interfaces: “traditional”, “predicted scores (predscore)”, and “proposed” interfaces. We indicated any statistical
significance using one-way ANOVA tests at the bottom of each variable. If a variable has any statistical significance using ANOVA tests, we also denoted any statistical significance using post-hoc
paired t-tests at the top of each variable.

Fig. 5. Results of questionnaires on three interfaces. The proposed interface is more useful, richer,
more trustful while reducing effort and frustration on assessment tasks. It is more likely to be used in
the clinical practices than other baseline interfaces (i.e. traditional and predscore). We denote any
statistical significance using one-way ANOVA tests at the bottom of each variable and post-hoc, paired
t-tests at the top of each variable. * and ** indicate statistical significance using the one-way ANOVA
tests or paired t-tests at 90% and 95% significance level.

The proposed interface achieves a higher usefulness score (𝜇 = 5.73) than the others (traditional:
𝜇 = 5.06, 𝑝 = 0.15 and predscore: 𝜇 = 4.55, 𝑝 < 0.05) as additional explanations of Condition 3 were
considered “useful to understand patient’s condition” for therapists. The proposed interface also
receives a significantly higher richness score (𝜇 = 6.00) than the others (traditional: 𝜇 = 5.06,
𝑝 < 0.10 and proposed: 𝜇 = 4.83, 𝑝 < 0.10). As there is no statistical difference between traditional
and predscore on a richness score (Table 7), this indicates the positive effect of user-specific analysis
from the proposed interface on the richness. In addition, therapists expressed higher trust on
the proposed interface (𝜇 = 4.73) than the others (traditional: 𝜇 = 4.60 and predscore: 𝜇 = 3.83
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without statistical significance). Although therapists identified that “predicted scores of an interface
are sometimes not matched with their own assessment and not trustful”, analysis of the proposed
interface complements to “understand why such predicted scores are generated”.
Therapists experienced significantly lower effort on assessment (𝜇 = 2.66) with the proposed
interface than the others (traditional: 𝜇 = 3.93, 𝑝 < 0.10 and predscore: 𝜇 = 3.11, 𝑝 = 0.27). The
predscore interface does not have a statistical difference with the traditional interface (Table 7).
Thus, user-specific analysis of the proposed interface has a positive effect on lower effort. Also, the
proposed interface has a lower frustration score (𝜇 = 2.40) than the others (traditional: 𝜇 = 3.20
and predscore: 𝜇 = 3.22 without statistical significance). Therapists described that user-specific
analysis of the proposed interface (feature analysis, images of salient frames, and graphs of joint
trajectories) reduce the effort and frustration to “search evidence in videos”. However, the frustration
score of the proposed interface does not have any significant difference than that of other baseline
interfaces.
In addition, the proposed interface has a significantly higher usage intent score (𝜇 = 5.4) than
the others (traditional: 𝜇 = 4.13, 𝑝 < 0.05 and predscore: 𝜇 = 4.61, 𝑝 < 0.10). As the score between
traditional and predscore is not statistically different (Table 7), the user-specific analysis of a system
has a positive effect on the usage intent score. In term of preference responses, therapists mostly
prefer the usage of the proposed interface to those of traditional and predscore interfaces:
Given the traditional and proposed interfaces,
• 2 out 7 therapists ‘totally preferred’ the proposed interface to the traditional interface
• 4 out 7 therapists ‘much more preferred’ the proposed interface to the traditional interface
• 1 out of 7 therapists ‘much more preferred’ traditional interface to proposed interface
Given the predscore and proposed interfaces,
• 4 out of 7 therapists ‘totally preferred’ the proposed interface to the predscore interface
• 2 out 7 therapists ‘much more preferred’ the proposed interface to the predscore interface
• 1 out of 7 therapists ‘slightly more preferred’ the predscore interface to the proposed interface
Overall, therapists commented that the proposed interface with predicted assessment and additional user-specific analysis “is very interesting” and “gives me insights to assess patient’s performance”.
The proposed interface achieved positive responses on all aspects of questionaires: our proposed
interface provides more useful and richer information to understand the performance of a patient,
leads to higher trust in the system, reduces therapist’s efforts and frustration to find evidence for
assessment, and is more likely to be used in clinical practice. However, only usefulness, richness,
effort, and usage intent aspects have statistical significance using one-way ANOVA tests. When
we compare score differences between the proposed and the traditional interfaces using post-hoc
paired t-tests, richness, effort, and usage intent aspects have statistical significance.
8.2

Logs of an Interface

Figure 6a, 6b, and 6c describe the measurements of logs (i.e. time on analysis/video per assessment
and an average number of video events) from three interfaces. We performed statistical analysis
with the same procedure as described in the Section 8.1. We denoted any statistical significance
using one-way ANOVA tests at the bottom of each variable. If a variable has any significance,
we also indicated any statistically significant results using paired-tests at the top of each variable
(Figure 6a, 6b, and 6c).
The proposed interface with additional user-specific analysis has longer average time on
assessment (𝜇 = 98.27 seconds) than the traditional interface (𝜇 = 79.43) and the predscore
interface (𝜇 = 97.69 seconds). When we analyze average time on videos, the proposed interface
shows lower average time on videos (𝜇 = 47.29 seconds) than the others (the traditional interface:
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𝜇 = 79.43 seconds and the predscore interface: 𝜇 = 81.97 seconds). However, both average time on
assessment and videos do not have any statistical significance using one-way ANOVA tests.
In addition, the proposed interface has a significantly lower average number of video events,
video playbacks (𝜇 = 4.25) than the others (the traditional: 𝜇 = 6.45 and the predscore: 𝜇 = 10.16,
𝑝 < 0.01). The proposed interface has the lowest average number of video playbacks. When we
compare the traditional and predscore interfaces, the predscore interface has a higher average
number of video playbacks. Thus, user-specific analysis of the proposed interface has an effect on
lower number of video events.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. Results of the user study in term of (a) total time on assessment, (b) total time on video, (c)
an average number of video events, and (d) agreement level of therapists’ assessment. Although
the proposed interface has the longest total time of assessment, it has the shortest time on playing
a video, the lowest number of video events, playbacks, and the highest agreement on therapists’
assessment. We indicate any statistical significance using one-way ANOVA tests at the bottom of
each variable and post-hoc, paired t-tests at the top of each variable. * and *** indicate statistical
significance using the one-way ANOVA tests or paired t-test at 90% and 99% significance level.

8.3

Agreement Level of Therapists’ Assessment

Figure 6d shows the agreement level of therapists’ assessment using three interfaces. We performed
statistical analysis with the same procedure as described in the Section 8.1, and indicated any
statistical significance using one-way ANOVA test at the bottom of a variable and paired t-tests at
the top of a variable in Figure 6d.
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The proposed interface with predicted assessment and user-specific analysis (i.e. feature analysis,
salient frames, and graphs of joint trajectories) achieves significantly higher agreement on
therapists’ assessment (𝜇 = 0.7138 F1-scores) than the others: the traditional interface (𝜇 = 0.66
F1-score , 𝑝 < 0.01) and the predscore interface (𝜇 = 0.6924 F1-score, 𝑝 = 0.18). Although both the
predscore and proposed interfaces achieve higher agreement levels than the traditional interface,
the difference between the traditional and proposed interfaces (𝑝 < 0.01) has higher statistical
significance than the difference between the traditional and predscore interfaces (𝑝 < 0.10). Thus,
this indicates more positive effect of user-specific analysis from the proposed interface to improve
the agreement level of therapists’ assessment.
8.4

Post-study Interviews

After completing the user study, we collected therapists’ perspectives on the proposed interface.
Specifically, we asked their experiences and opinions on the interface and the possibility of accepting
it in current practice.
8.4.1 Different Patterns to Utilize and Review Analysis.
Therapists described two different patterns of using the interface for the assessment. One pattern
is to first “review the feature analysis to get the overview of quantitative difference between unaffected
and affected sides” (TP 7) and “validate quantitative feature analysis with images of salient frames and
graphs of joint trajectories” (TP 9). Some therapists preferred to get the initial insight of assessment
from feature analysis, because “quantitative, kinematic feature analysis between unaffected and
affected sides is useful and fast to get insights and validate my assessment” (TP 7). The other strategy
is to first “observe graphs of joint trajectories to understand the overview of a motion” (TP 3) and
“review the detailed, quantitative feature analysis and images of salient frames” (TP 8). Others reviewed
graphs of joint trajectories first, because it “provides various insights together (e.g. duration, amplitude,
and tremor of a motion)” (TP 3) to improve and validate therapist’s initial, hypothetical assessment.
8.4.2 Understanding the Capabilities of a System to Adjust its Usage.
After reviewing predicted assessment and user-specific analysis, therapists were able to determine
whether a system makes a mistake or not and understand the capabilities of a system. Even if
the predicted scores of an interface sometimes mismatch with therapist’s assessment, therapists
consider “the proposed interface is trustful” (TP 9) in a way that “I can review patient-specific analysis
to understand whether a system fails to predict correctly or I make a mistake” (TP 4). For example,
TP 9 commented that “the prediction on range of motion (ROM) seemed to be aligned most of the
time with my hypothetical assessment and insights from user-specific analysis”. In contrast, TP 9
mentioned that predictions of compensation do not sometimes perform well, because the system
“does not provide a prediction that is aligned with mine and analysis does not include leaning trunk to
the side” feature to predict compensation of a patient, who compensates trunk to the side.
Once therapists developed mental models on the capabilities of a system, they then adjusted
their usage and validation on a system accordingly. They commented that they would trust more
on system predictions of ‘Range of Motion’ and less on system predictions on ‘Compensation’
performance component. “After finding more matching on predicted assessment on the range of
motion (ROM), I spent less time to accept and validate predictions from a system on ROM and more
time on validating predictions and analysis from a system to assess a compensation motion” (TP 9).
Thus, user-specific analysis of our interface assisted therapists to understand the capabilities of a
system to predict performance components and develop the different levels of trust and usages on
a system.
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8.4.3 Benefits and Potentials of a System in Practice.
Overall, therapists considered the proposed system as “a good platform” (TP 5) for rehabilitation
assessment. User-specific analysis of the interface (e.g. feature analysis, images of salient frames,
and graphs of joint trajectories) “brings more interesting, new aspects of a patient” (TP 3) and
enables therapists to “understand why the predicted assessment is suggested” (TP 9). Specifically,
therapists found that feature analysis (Figure 3b) is “easy and intuitive” (TP 9) to “quickly observe the
quantitative difference between unaffected and affected sides” (TP 6) for assessment. Images of salient
frames (Figure 3c) “was helpful to validate feature analysis” (TP 9). Graphs of joint trajectories
(Figure 3d) “was useful to review the overall trends” (TP 8) and “the duration of a motion” (TP 9),
which were “helpful to assess the smoothness of a motion” (TP 4).
In addition, therapists experienced that user-specific analysis on each performance component is
useful to decrease complexity of assessment and eventually “reduces their efforts and frustration to
search evidence on the assessment” (TP 6). “It is a complex and challenging process to simultaneously
review multiple aspects of assessment while watching a video (TP 9)”. “When only a video is presented”,
therapists have “difficulty to consider different perspectives on assessment at the same time (TP 9). So,
therapists “had to replay a video multiple times” (TP 3). In contrast, “user-specific analysis on each
component from the interface simplified my assessment process” (TP 9). “I started reducing my effort
to search clues for assessment through replaying a video, and relied more on analysis of the interface”,
because the interface “quickly presents various quantitative measurements for assessment, which I
have to speculate while watching a video” (TP 9).
As the proposed interface is “easy to use and quickly summarizes quantitative data with intuitive
graphics to provide insights of patient’s performance” (TP 9), therapists are positive to accept the
interface in practice. Therapists commented that currently they “do not have much quantitative
data to analyze and discuss with patients” (TP 7). Predicted assessment and user-specific analysis
with quantitative data from our interface could facilitate “understanding on patient’s performance
and communicate it with patients” (TP 4). In addition, some therapists considered that the interface
might be “helpful to motivate patient’s participation in rehabilitation sessions” (TP 9) by tracking
and presenting the patient’s progress with quantitative data.
9

DISCUSSION

In this work, we co-designed an intelligent decision support system with therapists and studied its
effect on therapists’ rehabilitation assessment. Our results show various effects of user-specific
analysis, explanations of a system to supplement therapists’ assessment. We discuss the importance
of generating supplementary explanations on a system prediction with human-centered designs
and making a system interactive for human and AI collaborative decision making in practice.
9.1

Effects of User-Specific Analysis, Explanations of a System

Instead of manually reviewing abundant features, our system with machine learning algorithms can
automatically identify salient features of assessment to predict the quality of motion and generate
succinct user-specific analysis. Our results show that this analysis can provide richer insights
on the performance of a patient, but also serve as a source of information that allows therapists
understanding the capabilities and limitations of a system [9]. Specifically, after reviewing userspecific analysis, therapists identified that our system is more competent in assessing the ‘Range of
Motion’ performance component than the ‘Compensation’ performance component. Furthermore,
therapists could enumerate a potential reason for a system failure (e.g. not including an important
feature of assessment) and asked the possibility of updating a system. Overall, therapists did
not blindly utilize the information of a system. Instead, they developed a mental model on the
competency of a system through analyzing user-specific analysis and exploited a system accordingly.
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While reviewing user-specific analysis, therapists spent longer time on assessment using the
proposed interface than the traditional interface. However, longer time on overall assessment does
not necessarily mean the degraded user-experience. In spite of longer assessment time on the
proposed interface, therapists provided significantly lower scores on their efforts to assess patient’s
exercises with the proposed interface than the traditional interface (Figure 5). Therapists considered
reviewing explanations, user-specific analysis is helpful to “understand patient’s performance and
validate my/therapist’s assessment” (TP 7) than repetitively watch a video for assessment. In addition,
they provided significantly higher usage intent scores on the proposed interface than the traditional
interface (Figure 5). The proposed interface with user-specific analysis supported significantly more
consistent assessment of therapists (Figure 6d). Thus, a system with salient explanations is more
likely to be adopted in practice while improving expert’s performance on a task.
9.2

Considerations for a Decision Support System

Although the full interpretation of a machine learning model is still challenging, our study showed
that feature selection can be utilized to identify salient aspects of a decision making task for
deriving a machine learning model of a task and providing a means of communication with experts
(i.e. user-specific analysis of our system). When a means of communication is developed with
feature selection, we found that an early involvement of experts in a design phase is necessary and
beneficial to provide contextually relevant information with understandable terms.
Another consideration is to make an adaptive system for personalization and collaborative
decision making between an AI-based system and experts. During the study, we observed that
therapists developed different usage patterns of a decision support system and utilized different
functionalities or information of a system based on a task and their own knowledge. Some therapists
preferred to get the initial insight of assessment from feature analysis and others reviewed trajectory
analysis first (Section 8.4). Thus, making a system adaptable to each therapist’s preference is
recommended so that therapists can quickly collect necessary information, evidence for their
decision making in practice.
In addition, TP 6 suggested that it would be useful if a therapist can tune a system by including
or excluding an identified feature to utilize a different set of features based on an individual
therapist’s experience and correct any mismatched prediction scores of a system. For instance,
when the interface failed to predict correctly the assessment on compensation (e.g. when a patient
leaned trunk to the side), TP 9 noticed that “leaning trunk to the side” feature was not included in
user-specific analysis and asked whether a system can be updated to include this feature for the
prediction on ‘Compensation’ performance component. We believe that if a system repetitively
makes a mistake and does not get better, experts might end up having lower acceptance on such a
system. Thus, designers should consider applying an interactive technique [12, 32, 37] to make
a system adaptive for better personalization and integration into clinical practice. A promising
direction of future research is to explore how human and machine intelligence can complement
each other to improve a complex decision making task [37].
9.3

Potential Impact and Limitations

Even if various medical disciplines rely on standardized guidelines [17, 25, 56, 59], uncertainty is
inescapable in practice [20]. As experts often rely on their experience-based heuristics, disagreement
on decision making is prevalent [4, 30, 31]. Our results show that a decision support system with a
machine learning algorithm can replicate a therapist’s assessment with decent performance that
is comparable to therapist’s agreement (Table 4) . In addition, this system can provide alternative
perspectives with quantitative analysis on a decision making task and support experts more
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consistent decision making (Figure 6d). We believe such a decision making system has the potential
to be an assistant of experts, but also a learning tool to reduce distorting decision making [20].
Although our results demonstrate the potential of our decision support system, one of the
limitations of this study is the small sample size of therapists in evaluation: seven therapists from
four rehabilitation centers do not represent all therapists. However, such small sample size is not
unusual among similar studies [8]. In addition, as this study mainly evaluated only one decision
making task (i.e. rehabilitation assessment), expansion to other decision making tasks and additional
validation during an extended period are necessary for further generalization.
10

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we co-designed, developed, and evaluated a machine learning-based decision support
system for stroke rehabilitation assessment. This system automatically identifies salient features
of assessment to predict the quality of motion and generate summarized user-specific analysis
as explanations on its prediction. According to the evaluation with therapists, we found that the
presentation of predicted assessment with salient explanations leads to higher usage intention of
therapists while bringing them richer insights on the performance of a patient, reducing their effort
on assessment, and supporting them to have more consistent assessment. This work highlights the
importance of generating salient explanations on predictions of a clinical decision support system
with human-centered designs and making a system interactive for better deployment in practice.
A
A.1

APPENDIX
Implementation Details of Reinforcment Learning

We implement a neural network model (𝑄𝜃 ) for deep Q-learning [37, 60] using ‘PyTorch’ libraries
[47]. The input layer of the network consists of feature and binary mask vectors. This masking
input vector is to indicate whether a feature is recruited or not [24]. Specifically, we let 𝑚 ∈ {0, 1}𝑛
be an n-dimensional vector for an environment of n features, where 𝑚𝑖 = 1 if the agent has queried
feature i thus far in the episode and 0 otherwise.
For training a model, we take a batch of transitions that are empirically experienced by the
agent with a greedy policy 𝜋𝜃 (𝑠) = max𝑎 𝑄𝜃 (𝑠, 𝑎), and apply RMSProp optimizer to minimize the
following loss function:
𝑙 (𝜃 ) = E𝑠,𝑎 [(𝑟 (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠 ′) + 𝛾 max
𝑄𝜃 (𝑠 ′, 𝑎 ′) − 𝑄𝜃 (𝑠, 𝑎)) 2 ]
′
𝑎 ∈A

(1)

where
indicates the received reward and 𝛾 indicates the discounted factor. We clip a
gradient if a gradient norm exceeds 1.0 [24] and update the target network after each step. Instead
of directly updating the weight of the target network, we apply soft target updates [37]: 𝜃 ′ ←
𝜌𝜃 + (1 − 𝜌)𝜃 ′, where 𝜃 ≤ 1. 𝜌 denotes this soft target update factor and is specified as 0.1. These
soft target updates can improve the stability of learning parameters of target networks. As the
application of soft target updates may lead to slow learning, we apply an experience replay [37] for
sampling efficiency. Specifically, the environment with randomly drawn samples is simulated and
the transition data is recorded to the experience replay buffer. As the environment is episodic with
a short length, we choose a value 1.0 for the discount factor 𝛾. In addition, we apply the 𝜖-greedy
policy to control the exploration. Specifically, we linearly decrease the 𝜖 value from the 𝜖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 (0.5)
to the 𝜖𝑒𝑛𝑑 (0.05) with a step value, 𝜖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 (0.02).
𝑟 (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠 ′)
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Other Details of Experiment, Implementation, and Analysis
Table 5. Profiles of 15 Post-Stroke Patients
Patient
ID

Total Fugl
Age
(0-66)

P01
P02
P03
P04
P05
P06
P07
P08
P09
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15

65
65
66
66
55
13
42
15
35
21
16
11
46
11
34

69
60
61
63
51
63
86
71
78
53
37
61
59
67
66

Sex

Affected
Side

Type

M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F

Left
Left
Left
Right
Left
Left
Right
Left
Left
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left

Not Specified
Hemorphagic
Not Specified
Ischemic
Ischemic
Ischemic & Spastic
Ischemic
Ischemic
Hemorrphagic
Ischemic
Ischemic
Hemorrphagic
Ischemic
Ischemic
Ischemic

Table 6. Parameters of Machine Learning Models
ROM

Smoothness

Compensation

E1

DT : Depth = 3
LR : Lasso
SVM: RBF
NN:
- Hidden Layers/Units: (32, 32, 32)
- Learning Rate: 0.1

DT: Depth 5
LR: Ridge
SVM: Linear
NN:
- Hidden Layers/Units: (16)
- Learning Rate: 0.0001

DT: Depth = 5
LR: Ridge
SVM: Linear
NN:
- Hidden Layers/Units: (256, 256)
- Learning Rate: 0.1

E2

DT: Depth = 5
LR: Ridge
SVM: Linear
NN:
- Hidden Layers/Units: (256)
- Learning Rate: 0.1

DT: Depth = 4
LR: Ridge
SVM: Linear
NN:
- Hidden Layers/Units: (64, 64)
- Learning Rate: 0.001

DT: Depth = 3
LR: Ridge
SVM: Linear
NN:
- Hidden Layers/Units: (128, 128)
- Learning Rate: 0.1

E3

DT: Depth = 4
LR: Ridge
SVM: Linear
NN:
- Hidden Layers/Units: (256)
- Learning Rate: 0.1

DT: Depth = 4
LR: Ridge
SVM: Linear
NN:
- Hidden Layers/Units: (64, 64)
- Learning Rate: 0.001

DT: Depth = 3
LR: Ridge
SVM: Linear
NN:
- Hidden Layers/Units: (128, 128)
- Learning Rate: 0.1

Table 7. Statistical Analysis (Anova and Pairwise T-Test) on the Results of the User Study
Responses
Trust
Effort

Usefulness

Richness

Anova Tests

p < 0.05

p < 0.05

p = 0.19382

Traditional
vs PredScore

p = 0.1275

p = 0.3576

Traditional
vs Proposed

p = 0.1514

PredScore
vs Proposed

p < 0.05

Time

Events

Agreement

p = 0.2582

p < 0.05

p < 0.05

n/a

n/a

p < 0.01

p < 0.10

p < 0.05

n/a

n/a

p < 0.01

p < 0.01

p < 0.10

n/a

n/a

p < 0.01

p = 0.1874

Frust

UsageIntent

Overall

p < 0.05

p = 0.1962

p < 0.10

p = 0.3183

n/a

p = 0.1290

n/a

p = 0.2154

p < 0.10

n/a

p < 0.10

n/a

p < 0.10

n/a

p = 0.2714

n/a

Video
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